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I’ve spent a lot of time on yachts—photographing them, 

writing about them and also as a captain. I’ve discovered 

that I can sometimes pick up a certain "aura," not the 

kind associated with spirits or colors, but a distinctive 

atmosphere or quality that surrounds the function, fi nish 

and comfort of the yacht. Such was the case when I 

spent time on the new Horizon E84 Motoryacht. What I 

sensed almost immediately was an aura of ease, and I 

sensed it from just about every vantage point. 

 Straight up, Horizon’s E84 is easy on the eyes. From 

the level, unbroken sheer with low profi le rails to the 

rake of the forward windshield and the blending of the 

main level with open fl ybridge, it just looks good. The 

extended fl ybridge deck fully covers the aft deck dining 

area, unobtrusive in style and fully functional in design—it 

includes a tiered corner bar with fridge, icemaker, hi-low 

dining table, and a drop-down, fl at-screen 32" LCD TV. 

The smart and spacious layout of the exterior is such 

that a tray of cocktails for guests on the forward bow 

seat, sunpad or settee (they are separate areas and 

such a smart idea) will make it to its destination safely. 

Wide side decks make transiting fore and aft a pleasant 

The Horizon E84 makes yachting easy again.
By Tom Serio
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experience, with cleats recessed in the bulwarks rather 

than exposed and busting bare toes. Deckhouse side 

entrance doors allow easy access to the interior, and 

side-boarding gates make for easy dock access.

Curved railings on the corners of the oversized 

hydraulic hi-low teak swim platform exemplify the level of 

detail found throughout the e84. Carrying the concept of 

ease to the interior, several points drive home the aura. 

visibility is clear from stem to stern thanks to the open 

layout. Frameless side windows keep with the overall 

sleekness of the e84’s profile. It’s easy to sit back and 

relax in the salon on the leather L-shaped settee, barrel 

chair or loveseat sofa—custom coffee tables and wood 

finish add to the elegance. Click on the 46" LCD Tv or 

bose Lifestyle135 theater system and you are set. 

Just forward is the dining table, suitable for a formal 

dinner or for the family to down a few pizzas. Two leaf 

inserts are housed in the table base and deploy for 

more space.

Forward and up only one step is the galley/dinette 

deck. no overzealous pilothouse here—the space is all 

for living and entertaining. As the e84 can easily be an 

owner/operator yacht, the U-shaped galley is certain to 

be a focal area. most of the Ge appliances are the same 

ones you find in the comfort of home. 

The galley has a glass partition separating it from the 

salon for privacy. It also opens up for owners/chefs to 

stay in touch with family and guests while prepping a 

meal. The forward end of the galley is open for informal 

meals at the dinette nestled under the large windshield. 

With a U-shaped settee and table including two swing-

out stools, breakfast is accompanied by a panorama 

thanks to the commanding view. There is a hidden mini 

control station here, mainly for close quartering and line 

access rather than long excursions.

From the main deck one staircase heads down 

to the staterooms and the other up to the flybridge. 

Accommodations below include a full-beam master, 



forward VIP and two bunkrooms. 

Boasting a king-size berth, the master 

also has a 40" LCD TV, his/her sinks, 

cavernous shower stall, and private 

head. And let’s not forget the custom 

“H” hull side window. All staterooms are 

finished in a semi-gloss South American 

walnut, but optional wood types and 

finishes are available.

The E84 actually measures 91' 6", 

but it feels even larger. With all the 

amenities and options, including a hi-

low propane BBQ grill (it lowers into a 

cabinet when not used), hydraulic davit, 

Zero Speed stabilizers, ABT bow/stern 

thrusters, Sea Recovery watermaker, 

fuel polisher, flybridge air conditioning, 

docking station on aft deck, Maretron 

yacht monitoring system, and much 

more, you may be tempted to check 

the specifications twice on the size. 

Outfitted with all the necessary 

electronics, including a host of Garmin 

gear, our ride was equipped for a run 

to The Bahamas, where this E84 is well 

suited for cruising. The helm features all 
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Previous pages: The smart and spacious layout of the exterior marries living with 
entertaining, a theme found throughout the yacht's layout.

This page: Settle in the roomy and luxurious full-beam master after dinner in the 
salon and the panoramic view it affords. Raise the glass partition to block the view of 
the galley and make the room more formal, or keep it lowered for an open view from 
bow to stern. The aft deck is ideally suited for al fresco dining or casual and easy 
entertaining on game day.



the engine controls and displays, and with the press of a 

button, its top rises revealing the hi-low console, which 

houses three large chart/radar/video displays and other 

gauges. For local cruising, keep the console lowered for a 

streamline look, and open for required chart viewing. 

“All Horizons are different; no two are alike,” Horizon 

Yacht USA Director Roger Sowerbutts said of the semi-

custom builder—an important point for him to make 

considering that Horizon has built more than 750 yachts 

in their 28 years of production, from motoryachts to 

power catamarans and expeditions. It takes just 10-12 

months to build an E84—an impressive schedule.

Understand that the E84 just made her U.S. debut this 

year and has created quite the buzz. Horizon’s target 

customers are well-to-do, married, family-oriented with 

a penchant for design, and, says Sowerbutts, are open 
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to creativity. “We’ll move a bulkhead if 

we can,” he added. For crew or extra 

guests there are private quarters aft. 

Finished in white oak wood, there are two 

staterooms, galley, and dinette. (Makes 

me want to go back and captain a yacht.)

 I took over the wheel for some 

close-in maneuvering and to see 

how well she responded to shifter 

commands in the cross breeze and 

current. I danced on the Glendinning 

engine controls a bit to get a sense and 

found the responses instantaneous—no 

clunking of the trannies, mashing of 

gears or heavy digging from the five-

blade props. The E84 tracked right 

where I thought she should, gaining 

herself a level of confidence that 

confirmed the literature I had read.

Horizon has more coming. Sowerbutts 

told me they have a model (the E88) that 

has a hardtop that lowers and will be 

available on future E84s. “The mast flips 

down and the hardtop lowers on pistons.” 

What can I say? That was easy!  

SPECIFICATIONS

LOA: 91' 6"

Beam: 20'

Draft: 5' 10"

Weight: 156,000 lbs.

Fuel/Water: 2,250/420 U.S. gals.

Power: 2x 1600-hp Caterpillar C32A diesels

Cruise/Top speed: 15.6/23.7 knots

Range: 550 nm @13 knots

MSRP: $5,525,000 

CONTACT 

Horizon Yacht USA 

1212 US Highway One, Suite A 

North Palm Beach, FL 33408 

(561) 721-4850 

horizonyacht.com
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